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Objective

"The project proposal "European Transport NCP Alliance" (ETNA) aims at the development and implementation of a coordination mechanism for stimulating closer cooperation among National Contact Points for the theme “Transport” in the Seventh Framework Programme. ETNA will facilitate the improvement of the overall quality of NCP services across Europe in the area of transport – thereby making future calls more accessible for all stakeholders and contributing to an improvement in the average quality of proposals submitted. This will be accomplished by carrying out a series of well-coordinated tasks and measures. The project will benchmark the activities of the Transport NCPs with the goal of identifying best practice and pinpointing existing weaknesses within the NCP network. Identified weaknesses will
then be addressed by a multifaceted training programme aiming at efficient eradication of deficits and an overall improvement of the performance of NCPs – on both the individual and network levels. ETNA will also develop effective tools and activities for the entire Transport NCP network aimed at raising awareness about the network and the services it offers as well as increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of efforts to support potential participants in their search for qualified partners. Finally, the project will work to improve contacts and communication with other networks and organisations with the ultimate goal of securing a sustainable flow of information of benefit to the European transport research community. All of these efforts will contribute to achieving a greater coherence of approach to NCP work and to the achievement of a high level of service in all countries participating in the Framework Programme."
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**Programme(s)**

*FP7-TRANSPORT - Specific Programme "Cooperation": Transport (including Aeronautics)*

**Topic(s)**

*TPT-2007-0.0-09 - Trans-national co-operation among NCPs*

**Call for proposal**

*FP7-TPT-2007-RTD-1*  
[See other projects for this call](#)

**Funding Scheme**

*CSA-CA - Coordination (or networking) actions*

**Coordinator**
TUV RHEINLAND CONSULTING GMBH

Address
Am grauen stein
51105 Köln
Germany

Region
Nordrhein-Westfalen > Köln > Köln, Kreisfreie Stadt

Activity type
Private for-profit entities (excluding Higher or Secondary Education Establishments)

Administrative Contact
David Doerr (Mr.)

Links
Contact the organisation  Website

EU contribution
No data

Participants (14)

CLIFF FUNNELL ASSOCIATES

Address
Downview road 70
PO22 0EE Barham

Activity type
Private for-profit entities (excluding Higher or Secondary Education Establishments)

Administrative Contact
Cliff Funnell (Mr.)

Links
Contact the organisation  Website

Other funding
No data
EUROPE RECHERCHE TRANSPORT

France
EU contribution
€ 103 310,00

Address
Avenue du general malleret-joinville 2
94114 Arcueil cedex

Activity type
Research Organisations

Administrative Contact
Mathilde Bruyère (Ms.)

Links
Contact the organisation  Website

Other funding
No data

CENTRO PARA EL DESARROLLO TECNOLOGICO Y LA INNOVACION E.P.E.

Spain
EU contribution
€ 100 605,00

Address
Calle cid 4
28001 Madrid

Region
Comunidad de Madrid > Comunidad de Madrid > Madrid

Activity type
Public bodies (excluding Research Organisations and Secondary or Higher Education Establishments)

Administrative Contact
Luis Arranz (Mr.)

Links
Contact the organisation  Website
INSTYTUT PODSTAWOWYCH PROBLEMOW TECHNIKI POLSKIEJ AKADEMII NAUK
Poland
EU contribution
€ 126 637,00
Address
Ul. adolfa pawinskiego 5b
02-106 Warszawa
Region
Makroregion województwo mazowieckie > Warszawski stołeczny > Miasto Warszawa
Activity type
Research Organisations
Administrative Contact
Zbigniew Turek (Mr.)
Links
Contact the organisation Website
Other funding
No data

IDRYMA TECHNOLOGIAS KAI EREVNAS
Greece
EU contribution
€ 100 871,00
Address
N plastira str 100
70013 Irakleio
Region
Νησιά Αιγαίου > Κρήτη > Ηράκλειο
Activity type
Research Organisations
AGENZIA PER LA PROMOZIONE DELLA RICERCA EUROPEA

Italy

EU contribution

€ 102 017,00

Address

Via cavour 71
00184 Roma

Region

Centro (IT) > Lazio > Roma

Activity type

Research Organisations

Administrative Contact

Claudia Zurlo (Ms.)

Links

Contact the organisation Website

Other funding

No data

MATIMOP - THE ISRAELI CENTER FOR R&D

Israel

EU contribution

€ 74 865,00

Address

Hamered street 29
61500 Tel aviv

Activity type

No data
Public bodies (excluding Research Organisations and Secondary or Higher Education Establishments)

Administrative Contact
Neomy Soffer (Dr.)

Links
Contact the organisation Website

Other funding
No data

---

TÜRKİYE BILIMSEL VE TEKNOLOJİK ARASTIRMA KURUMU

Türkiye

EU contribution
€ 75 236,00

Address
Ataturk bulvari 221
06100 Ankara

Region
Batı Anadolu > Ankara > Ankara

Activity type
Research Organisations

Administrative Contact
O. Gürcan Ozan (Mr.)

Links
Contact the organisation Website

Other funding
No data

---

AEROSPACE VALLEY

France

EU contribution
€ 123 594,00

Address
3 rue tarfaya cs 64403
31400 Toulouse
Region
Occitanie > Midi-Pyrénées > Haute-Garonne
Activity type
Other
Administrative Contact
Frédérique Lacroix (Ms.)
Links
Contact the organisation  Website
Other funding
No data

NEMZETI KUTATÁSI FEJLESZTÉSI ES INNOVÁCIOS HIVATAL
Hungary
EU contribution
€ 49 943,00
Address
Kethly anna ter 1
1077 Budapest
Region
Közép-Magyarország > Budapest > Budapest
Activity type
Public bodies (excluding Research Organisations and Secondary or Higher Education Establishments)
Administrative Contact
Katalin Galbàts (Ms.)
Links
Contact the organisation  Website
Other funding
No data

ANI - AGENCIA NACIONAL DE INOVACAO, SA
Portugal
EU contribution
€ 28 350,00

Address
Rua de sagres 11
4150 649 Porto

Region
Continente > Norte > Área Metropolitana do Porto

Activity type
Private for-profit entities (excluding Higher or Secondary Education Establishments)

Administrative Contact
Vasco Rodrigues (Mr.)

Links
Contact the organisation Website

Other funding
No data

IDRYMA EREVNAS KAI KAINOTOMIAS
Cyprus
EU contribution
€ 26 967,00

Address
Andrea michalakopoulou 29 a
1075 Nicosia

Region
Κύπρος > Κύπρος > Κύπρος

Activity type
Other

Administrative Contact
Mattheos Spanos (Mr.)

Links
Contact the organisation Website

Other funding
No data
MINISTERIE VAN ECONOMISCHE ZAKEN EN KLIMAAT

Netherlands
EU contribution
€ 159 105,00

Address
Bezuidenhoutseweg 73
2595 AC The hague

Region
West-Nederland > Zuid-Holland > Agglomeratie ‘s-Gravenhage

Activity type
Public bodies (excluding Research Organisations and Secondary or Higher Education Establishments)

Administrative Contact
Zweitze Hofma (Mr.)

Links
Contact the organisation

Other funding
No data

FUNDACAO PARA A CIENCIA E A TECNOLOGIA

Portugal
EU contribution
€ 23 481,00

Address
Avenida d carlos i 126
1249 074 Lisboa

Region
Continente > Área Metropolitana de Lisboa > Área Metropolitana de Lisboa

Activity type
Public bodies (excluding Research Organisations and Secondary or Higher Education Establishments)

Administrative Contact
Ligia Amâncio (Prof.)